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١. Words with more …………… are arranged in the dictionaries earlier than the ones which
are not used very often .
a. Frequencies
b. additions
c. addictions
d. habits
٢. As soon as father opened the door ,all the people in the hall ……………. song. The
guests invited to celebrate father’s birthday wanted to surprise him and they succeeded in
doing so.
a. burst into
b. checked in
c. cared for
d. spared no
٣. My English teacher ………………… the chairs around the tables.
a-arranged
b-jump
c-introduce
d-sit
٤. I became aware of him looking at me . I …………… realized what I said to him , but it
was too late.
a. Suddenly
b. patiently
c. probably
d. especially
٥. The tallest building which was located in the downtown was destroyed by the fire and
most ……………… is going to be replaced by a huge new shopping center.
a. probably
b. suitably
c. generously
d. easily
٦. Our English teacher was not angry . He ………….. told us what to do in that difficult
situation.
a. calmly b. successfully
c. cruelly
d. impolitely
٧. The police have discovered a body near Noor’s seaside , but, our relatives do not have
…………. Whether it is their missing daughter.
a. confirmation
b. consideration
c. combination
d. collocation
٨. They’ve updated a lot of …………… in the most recent editions of the dictionary.
a. entries
b. learners
c. practices
d. symbols
٩. The government …………. Stressed its support for parental choice in the selection of a
child’s school.
a. repeatedly
b. politely
c. accidentally
d. calmly
١٠.
Although milk is mainly made up of water, it ………………….. nearly all the food
substances needed by the body.
a. contains
b. expresses
c. contrasts
d. agrees
١١.
The office needs more employees and three more computers in order to work more
……..
a. effectively
b. immediately
c. greatly
d. especially
١٢. Unfortunately, a number of sportspersons resort to some unnatural drugs to ………..their
energy.
a. boost
b. deserve
c. elicit
d. regard
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١٣. Each year, some international festivals are held in Tehran which ……………..lots of
excitement and joy for young people.
a. generate
b. achieve
c. claim
d. reply
١٤. It is no use trying to give technical teaching to our employees without ……….. education.
a. elementary

b. hard working

c. wonderful

d. destructive

١٥. I've heard that song was played ……………… times on the radio.
a. countless

b. symbolic

c. advanced

d. donated

١٦. The first Persian dictionary was …………….. around ١٠٠٠ years ago.
a. compiled

b. founded

c. replaced

d. provided

١٧. They . . . . no pains to ensure that our stay was enjoyable
a. spared

b. state

c. bless

d. spent

١٨.She left a lot of money for his son to . . . . . a charity research center .
a. found

b. find

c. forgive

d. follow

١٩. In chemistry ," O" is the ……………for oxygen .
a. symbol
b. care
c. look
d. wait
٢٠. You should ask a ………….. for his advice before taking this medicine .
a. physician
b. teacher
c. translator
d. researcher
٢١. My friend is under ………………. to find a solution to this problem .
a. pressure
b. express
c. devotion
d. information
٢٢. Isfahan has a rich …………… of historic buildings .
a. heritage
b. education
c. inspiration
d. solution
٢٣. The building is a …………………….of new and old styles.
a. combination
b. supposed
c. introduction
d. monolingual
٢٤. A book where you write what you have done each day is called………………..
a. diary
b. compiled
c. project
d. share
٢٥. Many times, it happens that a severe battle takes place among tribes and government can’t
do anything, but ……………….of the tribes
a. elders

b. ethics

c. generations

d. entries

٢٦. Teaching ethics and moral values to young generations cause it to ……………the values of
their society and become respectable.
a. carry

b. take

c. hold

d. generate
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٢٧. It is worthy …………..that children are born with a hidden talent and family, school and
society are responsible to activate it.
a. noting

b. deserving

c. informing

d. handling

٢٨. Since Mike felt he had always been a/an …………………in his life, he didn’t have
enough confidence.
a. failure

b. heritage

c. inspiration

d. addition

٢٩. I'd never .......... myself if anything happened to the kids.
a. forgive

b. shout

c. found

d. regard

٣٠. An unknown businessman ................. three million dollars to the charity.
a. donated

b. respected

c. cured

d. hugged

٣١. Being a nurse for a few years ago was a ...................... for Victoria as a mother; it actually
allowed her to take better care of her baby.
a. blessing

b. demand

c. function

d. souvenir

٣٢.The first sign of this ..................... is a very high temperature.
a. disease

b. ethic

c. physician

d. poet

٣٣.The new principal is completely .................... to his work.
a. dedicated

b. religious

c. generous

d. cruel

٣٤. I am more on the side of people who ................ health above money; I believe health and
happiness have a direct relationship.
a. value

b. leave

c. hang

d. identify

٣٥. Come and sit on my ............. and I'll tell you my memories in military service.
a. lap

b. souvenir

c. pigeon

d. temperature

٣٦. Jalal Al Ahmad is a ................... writer in Iran.
a. distinguished

b. regretful

c. cruel

d. quiet

٣٧ .Roya: How much do you know about fossil fuels?
Mona: The main .................. of the earth are fossil fuels such ad natural gas.oil and coal.
a. resources

b. environment

c.clean

d. renewable
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٣٨. I think if I talked more often with a native speaker, my English skills would --------------quickly.
A. improve

B. respect C. decrease

D. donate

٣٩. Tony said that Tomˈs brother was a distinguished journalist. “Distinguished” means --------.
A. famous

B. rich

C. boring

D. poor

٤٠. Mahbod is --------------------- good at French.
A. surprisingly

B. quietly

C. friendly

D. hopelessly

٤١. It is important to maintain your body -------------------- at a suitable level.
A. language

B. part

C. temperature D. like

٤٢ . If I were younger, I would go ---------------------------- to keep on my studies.
A. abroad

B. climbing C. shopping

D. figure

٤٣. I was ------------------ to Peter’s house when I met him in the street.
A. on the way

B. by the way

C. in the way

D. at the way

٤٤. It was very -------------------------- of you to buy all these good gifts for us.
A. generous

b. cruel

C. selfish

D. popular

٤٥. I'd like to give this golden watch as a mark of …….. for all the work you've done for us.
a. appreciation

b. application

c. preposition

d. information

٤٦. She thinks that young people today are becoming …………….. lazy.
a. increasingly

b. immediately

c. wisely

d. effectively

٤٧.Can we …………… the small bedroom into a second bathroom?
a. convert

b. combine

c. collect

٤٨. I have always ------------- her as a good teacher.
١) regarded

٢) spared

٣) deserved

٤) shouted

٤٩. Doctor is ----------- his temperature.
١) taking

٢) getting

٣) keeping

٤) giving

d. achieve
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٥٠. My parents have always told me repeatedly to talk politely to my teachers. Repeatedly
means ----------------.
١) many times

٢) rarely

٣) sometimes

٤) Really

٥١.Tom’s parents asked his aunt to ------------their child while they go shopping.
١) care for

٢) burst into

٣) belong to

٤) bring up

٥٢. He is a player of real talent of …………. and has the ability to make a real and lasting
impression at the highest level .
a. skill

b. opinion

c. aid

d. access

٥٣. The boy we had invited didn’t behave properly at the party , and he didn’t give any ……….
for his bad behavior .
a. explanations

b. comparisons

c. relations

d. passages

٥٤. The beauty of nature is a great . . . . . to many artists.
a. inspiration
b. role
c. ethics
d. culture
٥٥. Your parents have given you . . . . . . . support, for you should respect them.
a. unconditional b. unreal
c. artificial
d. natural
٥٦. If you want something valuable, you must be . . . . . to do what you have never done.
a. willing
b. specific
c. regular
d. protective
Grammar
٥٧.This is the first time that I …………….. a job like this . I hope to pass the interview I
am going to take part in the next week.
a. am offered
b. have been offered
c. will offer
d. had offered
٥٨.The equipment on the desk over there is just for the students studying at this university
…………….. coming from other universities. You’re not allowed to touch it .
a. but not for the students
b. but for those
c. So for those
d. and for no students
٥٩.Dr. Smith , an environment scientist, believes that wildlife won’t survive unless human
beings quit their careless behavior towards it , …………. ?
a. Doesn’t he
b. don’t they
c. will he
d. do they
٦٠.Penicillin …………………...by Alexander many years ago.
a- was discovered
b-discovered
c-will be discovered
d-discovers
٦١. This is the teacher ....... told me my son had been misbehaving in class.
a. who

b. which

c. whose

d. whom
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٦٢. My husband, ....... I love wholeheartedly, sent me flowers at work yesterday.
a. whom

٣. which

b. who

٤. whose

٦٣. This is the girl ....... car hit that tree down last week.
a. whose

b. who

c. which

d. whom

٦٤. Those are the boxes ....... were sent to us last month.
a. which

b. who

c. whose

d. whom

٦٥. I asked you ....... one of these shoes, you think, would go with my outfit.
a. which

b. whose

c. who

d. whom

٦٦. What ...........you ..........if you have a big garden?
a. Will / do

b. would/do

c. are / doing

d. Were / done

٦٧. If I ....... you, I wouldn't risk it.
a. were

b. had been

c. am

d. would be

٦٨. This meal is delicious. If I ............... cook as well as this, I ......... open a restaurant right
now.
a. can/will

b. could/would

c. can/would

d. could/ will

. ﺑﮭﺘﺮﯾﻦ ﮔﺰﯾﻨﮫ را اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮐﻨﯿﺪ،در ﻣﺘﻦ زﯾﺮ ﺑﺮای ﺟﺎھﺎی ﺧﺎﻟﯽ ﭼﮭﺎر ﮔﺰﯾﻨﮫ داده ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ
Cloze ١
A dictionary is a book which explains the meanings of words and expressions. There are several
types of dictionaries …………… general dictionaries, Learner's dictionaries, picture
dictionaries, etc. Dictionaries which explain what words mean give a .........٢....... definition of
them. A good dictionary also gives more information about words. For ........٣......... it explains
how they are pronounced. Usually the International Phonetic Alphabet is used for this
.........٤.......
١. a) such as
b) like
c) including
d) all a, b, c
٢. a)clear
b) probable
c) compiled
d) religious
٣. a) instance
b) section c) inspiration
d) ethics
٤. a) purpose
b) origin
c) failure
d) present
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Cloze ٢
We must love our parents no ……١…… what we are and where we live. They feel
……٢……… when we appreciate their love and ………٣….. them.
It is our ……٤…….. to help them when they need us because they are not young enough to
handle things on their own like before.
١) a. matter
b. pity
c. behavior
d. function
٢ )a. honored
b. cruel
c. polite
d. lazy
٣) a. respect
b. exercise
c. distinguish
d. select
٤) a. duty
b. meal
c. note
d. value
Cloze ٣
It’s important to give -------١---------- and appreciate the teachers who are hard-working and
dedicated to their jobs. They ------٢------- no pains to teach us . Even if you feel you have too
much ----------٣-----and too many exams, take a moment to think how --------٤---------- your
teachers are . Without them, you wouldn’t be where you are today!
١. ١) thanks

٢) text

٣) thoughts

٤) tests

٢. ١) spare

٢) spend

٣) stare

٤) space

٣. ١) homework

٢) services

٣) projects

٤) plans

٤. ١) important

٢) clever

٣) easy

٤) brave

Reading comprehension
Learning a new language is sometimes difficult, and figuring out the best way to learn a
new language is difficult too. Some languages are easier to learn than others. Despite the
difficulties, multi language is quickly becoming popular around the world and to be a bilingual
is becoming acquisition important. Here are some fresh ideas on the best way to learn a new
language.
a. Make new friends. Friendship is one of the best ways to learn a foreign language, and the
easiest way to learn the slang, intonation, and idioms of the language.
b. Watch a movie. This is the best way to learn the culture of the language from home.
c. Imagine you are in that country. This helps you find yourself in different places like
restaurants, hotels,
etc. and practice the language.
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d. Teach yourself. It helps you find your problems and correct them.
e. Listen to the radio. Then you have enough listening practice every day.
f. Go abroad. When you are in a real situation you can improve your comprehension.

ﺑﺎ ﺗﻮﺟﮫ ﺑﮫ ﻣﺘﻦ ﺑﺎﻻ ﮔﺰﯾﻨﮫ ﺻﺤﯿﺢ را اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮐﻨﯿﺪ

١. What does the underlined word "acquisition" mean?
a. learning difficulty

b. teaching

c. difficulty

٢ . The best way to learn the culture of a new language is through ……………. .
a. watching movies

b. listening to the radio

c. teaching yourself

d. making friends

٣. What is the main idea of the passage?
a. How to make learning a language easy
b. learning a new language is easy
c. Going abroad can improve your comprehension
d. It is important to be multilingual
٤. It is difficult to ………………… the best way to learn a new language
a. understand

b. spend

اداره ﺗﮑﻨﻮﻟﻮژي و ﮔﺮوه ﻫﺎي آﻣﻮزﺷﯽ ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻄﻪ اﺳﺘﺎن ﻗﻢ
ﮔﺮوه آﻣﻮزﺷﯽ زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ

c. earn

d. try

d. interest

